Student Advisory Council Meeting
Meeting Notes
Monday, October 26, 2020
1:00 PM
Attendance

Michael Brand
Mia Haustein
Dalton Zehender
Hunter Howard
Evelyn Robertson
Derek Howard

Opening

Shared with students the reason for our meeting. Shared that
our purpose is to try to come up with ideas and activities that
will encourage youth to work hard at earning units and hours
toward their education and to come together in pro-social
activities, to recognize the importance of having a drug-free
lifestyle, to build self confidence and to appreciate making
good decisions for self and others. Also shared that we are
interested in their thoughts on the progression of this school
year.

Agenda Discussion

The following information was shared during the meeting:
What’s Working at FDA:
● Students seem to enjoy what FDA has to offer.
● Like coaches help
● Like the ability to stay in bed
● Hours are good
● Like both virtual and in-lab formats
● Prefer to come to the lab
● Able to go to work and do school
● Coaches want to help and show them things
● Everyone works together
● Easy classes
● Likes access to snacks
Some Concerns at FDA:
● Offline activities
● Tutor calling
● Some answers in the curriculum get marked as wrong
when they shouldn’t

Other Topics:
We discussed wanting to have social meetings like we did
last year, like Coffee Amici Game Nights. We also
understand that during this time of COVID-19 we are not able
to meet like this, but we hope in the future we are able to do
so. We also talked about when we do have the opportunity to
meet together that we could have an outdoor party and
participate in a variety of games and snacks.
Next Meeting

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 1:00 PM

